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IV/IV B. Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS,  MARCH / APRIL 2016
First  Semester

ELECTRICAL  &  ELECTRONICS

UTILIZATION  OF  ELECTRICAL  POWER

Time : Three Hours     Maximum : 70 Marks

 Answer Question No. 1 compulsory.      14x1=14 M

Answer ONE question from each unit.      4x14=56 M

1.   a) Explain load equalization.

b) Explain resistance heating.

c) State advantages of graphite electrode over carbon electrode in case of arc heating furnace.

d) Define Lumen flux.

e) Define mean hemispherical candle power.

f) Define Accelerating weight.

g) What are suitable electrical drives for paper mills ?

h) State two differences between Incandescent Lamp and Fluorescent tube.

i) Define electric traction.

j) What is electric heating ?

k) Define demand side management.

l) Define plugging.

m) Explain the term load equalization.

n) What are the advantages of electric braking ?

UNIT - I

2. a) Compare and contrast the slip ring and squirrel cage induction motors from the application

point of view.

b) A series motor working on 500 V DC supply runs at a speed of 1000 r.p.m.   The load current

is 120A.  The resistance of the motor is 0.15 Ohm of which 0.04 Ohm is the resistance of the

field.  Calculate the speed of the motor when the torque is half of the full load torque and the

field winding is connected in parallel with a diverter of resistance 0.08 Ohm, assuming an

unsaturated magnetic circuit.

(OR)

3. a) Discuss the various modes of heat dissipation.

P.T.O.
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b) Motor driving a load has to deliver a load rising uniformly from zero to a maximum of 2000h.p.

in 20 sec during the acceleration period, 1000 h.p. for 40 sec during the full speed period and

during the deceleration period of 10 sec when regenerating braking is taking place the h.p.

returned to the supply falls from 330 to zero.  The interval for decking before the next load

cycle starts is 20 sec.  Estimate the horse power rating of the motor.

UNIT - II

4. a) Explain dead weight, accelerating weight and train resistance referred to traction.

b) An electric train has an average speed between start to stop, Va = 40km/hr, acceleration

2.4 km/hr/sec and retardation 4km/hr/sec, specific tractive resistance 55 N/tone and average

motor efficiency 75%.  Estimate the average consumption of energy over a run of 800m,

assuming trapezoidal speed time curve.  Add 8% for the rotational inertia.

(OR)

5. a) What are various types of electric braking used ?

b) The average speed of a train is 50 kmph.  Determine its maximum speed assuming trapezoidal

Speed-Time curve, if the distance between the stops is 2.5 km, acceleration 1.8 kmphs and

retardation 3kmphps.

UNIT - III

6. a) Explain the principle of dielectric heating and give its applications.

b) State the principle and working of induction furnace ?  Explain how the industrial induction

furnace works ?

(OR)

7. a) Discuss about the Resistance and Arc welding.

b) Write short notes on

(i)   Laser beam welding.

(ii)  Characteristics of carbon and metallic arc welding.

UNIT - IV

8. a) With a neat diagram, explain the construction and working of Mercury vapor lamp.

b) A drawing hall 30m x 13m with a ceiling height of 5m is to be provided with a general illumination

of 120 lux.  Taking a coefficient of utilization of 0.5 and depreciation factor of 1.4, determine

the number of fluorescent tubes required, their spacing mounting height and total wattage.

Taking luminous efficiency of fluorescent tube as 40 lumens/watt for 80watt tube.

(OR)

9. Give the construction and working of the following types of lamps.

a) Arc lamp.

b) Neon lamp.

c) Sodium lamp.
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IV/IV B.Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, MARCH/APRIL, 2016
Second Semester

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS
UTILIZATION OF ELECTRICAL POWER

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:70

Answer question No.1 Compulsory 14X1=14 M

Answer ONE question from each Unit            4X14=56 M

1. a.  Explain resistance heating

b.  Define the term average speed in traction.

c.  Define specific energy consumption.

d.  Explain the skin effect.

e.  Waht are different methods of electric heating?

f.  What is counter current braking?

g.  Explain the stefan’s law.

h.  Define the term Luminous intensity.

i.  What are suitable electrical drives for stone crushers?

j.  What are the limitations of laws of illumination in actual practice.

k.  Define fly wheel?

l.  Define Accelerating weight.

m. What is arc welding?

n.  What are the advantages of electric braking?

UNIT-I
2. a.  Explain what you mean by Load Equalization and how it is accomplished?

b.  A motor fitted with a flywheel supplies a load torque of 150 Kg-m for 15 sec. During

    the no load period the flywheel regains its original speed. The motor torque is required

    to be limited to 85 Kg-m. Determine the moments of inertia of the flywheel. The no

     load speed of the motor is 500 r.p.m and it has a slip of 10% on full load.

(OR)
3. a.  Derive the expression for the temperature rise of an electric machine. State the as-

     sumptions made.

b.  A 200 V shunt motor has an armature resistance of 0.5 Ohm. It takes a current of 16

    amps on full load and runs at 600 r.p.m. If a resistance of 0.5 Ohm is placed in the

    armature circuit, find the ratio of the stalling torque to the full load torque. And derive

     the expression used. P.T.O
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UNIT-II
4. a.  Briefly explain the comparison between DC and AC systems in electric traction. What

    type of train services correspond to trapezoidal and quadrilateral speed time curves?

b.  An electric train weighing 200 tonnes has 8 motors geared to driving wheels, each

    wheel is of 80 cms diameter. Determine the torque developed by each motor to acceler

    ate the train to a speed of 48 km/hr in 30 seconds up a gradient of 1 in 200. The tractive

    resistance of 50 N/tonne, the effect of rotational inertia is 10% of the train weight, the

    gear ratio is 4 in 1 and gearing efficiency is 80%.

(OR)
5. a.  What are the advantages of electric braking over mechanical braking? Explain regen-

    erating braking?

b.  The distance between two stations 1.6 kms and the average speed of the trains is 40

    kmph. The acceleration,retardation during coasting and braking are 2 kmph, 0.16 km

    and 3.2 kmph respectively. Assume quadrilateral approximation of speed time curve,

    determine the duration of the acceleration, coasting and braking periods and distance

     covered during these periods.

UNIT-III
6. a.  Explain the principle of dielectric heating and give its applications.

b.  With a neat sketch explain the working principle of coreless type induction furnace.

7. a.  Discuss about the Resistance and Arc welding.

b.  What are the advantages of coated electrodes in welding process?

UNIT-IV
8. a.  With a neat diagram, explain the construction and working of Mercury vapor lamp.

b.  A lamp fitted with 120 degrees angled cone reflector illuminates circular area of 200

    meters in diameter. The illumination of the disc increases uniformly from 0.5 meter-

    candled at the edge to 2 meter-candle at the centre. Determine.

    i.   The total light received.

    ii.  Average illumination of the disc

    iii.  Average c.p. of the source.

(OR)
9. Explain the

a.  Factory lighting

b.  Flood lighting and street lighting.

      2
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IV/IV B. Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS,  NOV / DEC - 2016
Second Semester

ELECTRICAL  &  ELECTRONICS

UTILIZATION  OF  ELECTRICAL  POWER

Time : Three Hours     Maximum Marks : 70

 Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory.       14x1=14 M

Answer ONE question from each Unit.       4x14=56 M

1. a) Explain resistance heating.

b) Define heat dissipation.

c) Define Lumen flux.

d) Define Accelerating weight.

e) What are the principles of heat transfer ?

f) Define specific energy consumption.

g) Define average speed.

h) What is polar curve ?

i) Explain the skin effect.

j) Define the term solid angle.

k) Define Incandescence.

l) What is electric heating ?

m) Define plugging.

n) What are the advantages of electric braking ?

UNIT - I

2. a) Explain the selection of motor capacity for continuous duty and equivalent current.

b) At full load of 10 H.P., the temperature rise of a motor is 25oC after one hour, and 40oC

after 2 hours.  Find the final temperature rise on full load.  Assume that the iron losses

are 80% of full load copper losses.

(OR)

3. Write short notes on

a) Heating and cooling of motors.

b) Applications in load equalization.

P.T.O.
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UNIT - II
4. a) Define specific energy output and specific energy consumption.

b) An electric locomotive of 100 tones can just accelerate a train of 500 tones (trailing

weight) with an acceleration of 1km/hr/sec on an up gradient 1 in 1000.  Tractive resistance

of the track is 45 N/tone and the rotational inertia is 10%.  If this locomotive is helped by

another locomotive of 120 tones, find

(i)   the trailing weight that can be hauled up the same gradient, under the same condition.

(ii) the maximum gradient, the trailing hauled load remaining unchanged.  Assume

      adhesive weight expressed as percentage of total dead weight to be same for both

      the locomotives.

(OR)

5. a) what are various types of electric braking used in traction ?  Compare them.

b) Write a brief notes on the single phase AC series motor and comment upon it's suitability

for traction services.  How is it performance compared with the DC series motor.

UNIT - III

6. a) With neat sketches, describe the construction, principle of operation, application and

control methods of direct Arc furnace.

b) What are the factors to be considered for inductor design in induction heating ?

(OR)

7. a) What are the various methods of welding ?  Explain.

b) Discuss the principle of Arc welding and the difference between carbon and metallic arc

welding and their relative merits.

UNIT - IV

8. a) Discuss inverse square law and cosine law of illumination.

b) A lamp of 500 candle power is placed at the centre of a room, 20m x 10m x 5m.  Calculate

the illumination in each corner of the floor and a point in the middle of a 10m wall at a

height of 2m from floor.

(OR)

9. Give the construction and working of the following types of lamps.

a) Arc lamp.

b) Mercury vapor lamp.

c) Sodium lamp.
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IV/IV B. Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS,  NOV / DEC - 2016
First Semester

ELECTRICAL  &  ELECTRONICS

UTILIZATION  OF  ELECTRICAL  POWER

Time : Three Hours     Maximum Marks : 70

 Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory.       14x1=14 M

Answer ONE question from each Unit.       4x14=56 M

1. a) Define the term illumination ?

b) Define the term MHCP.

c) What are the limitations for laws of illumination in actual practice ?

d) What is dielectric heating ?

e) Define Stefan's law ?

f) What is an electric drive ?

g) What is schedule speed ?

h) Define load equalization ?

i) Write a note on resistance heating ?

j) Define heat dissipation.

k) Define Lumen flux.

l) What is arc discharge lamp ?

m) What are polar curves ?

n) Define fluorescent phenomena ?

UNIT - I

2. a) Briefly discuss the aspects in heating and cooling of Motors ?

b) Explain the selection of motor capacity for continuous duty and equivalent current.

(OR)

3. a) Discuss various losses that occur in insulating material and how they can reduce ?

b) Explain how you would decide if a given machine could handle a particular repetitive

duty cycle consisting of light heavy loads periods.  What is meant by load equalization?

Give reasons why the method of load equalization normally adopted with induction

motors.

P.T.O.
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UNIT - II

4. Explain briefly the different methods of current collectors in electric traction.

(OR)

5. Explain how an actual speed-time curve for an electric-train service can be replaced by a

curve having a simple geometric shape.  Deduce from first principles the relationship between

acceleration, retardation, maximum speed, running time, and the distance between stops,

assuming a simplified speed-time curve.

UNIT - III

6. a) Explain the principle of high frequency induction heating.  What factors control the

depth of penetration of heat ?

b) Compare the AC and DC systems of metallic arc welding.

(OR)

7. a) With sketches explain the construction features, principle of working and control methods

of direct arc furnaces.  Discuss also the power supply arrangement for these furnaces ?

b) Compare the characteristics of carbon and Metallic arc welding ?

UNIT - IV

8. Explain the

a) Factory lighting.

b) Flood lighting and street lighting.

(OR)

9. With the help of circuit diagrams, explain the working of the following light sources :

a) High pressure mercury vapor lamps.

b) Fluorescent tube.

c) Sodium vapor lamp.


